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 NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL

   Lawmakers and experts warned of gaping cybersecurity vulnerabilities in the nation’s

critical water sector amid escalating attacks against a number of U.S. organizations.  A hacker

unsuccessfully attempted to poison the water supply of Oldsmar, Fla., earlier this year by breaching city

systems that control chemical balances, while a hacker separately breached a water treatment plant in

San Francisco in January. The Justice Department in March indicted an individual on a charge of hacking

into and tampering with water systems in a rural Kansas county.

https://thehill.com/policy/

    US and Russia said they would cooperate on climate change despite strained relations, during

a visit to Moscow by US climate envoy John Kerry. “We spent years, you (Lavrov) and I, negotiating on

wars, on chemical weapons, on nuclear weapons, I would say without any reservation this is absolutely

as critical, as urgent an initiative,” Kerry said. Lavrov said Russia expects “close cooperation” with the

US at a COP26 conference in November in Glasgow, adding that Moscow “highly values the importance

of the problems on climate change” and that Kerry’s three-day visit was “very timely.”

https://www.euractiv.com/s

 

   

 CLIMATE EMERGENCY/ENVIRONMENT
   

    Current rates of plastic emissions globally may trigger effects that we will not be able to

reverse, argues a new study by researchers from Sweden, Norway and Germany in Science. Plastic

pollution is a global threat, and actions to drastically reduce emissions of plastic to the environment are

“the rational policy response.”

   “As consumers, we believe that when we properly separate our plastic trash, all of it will magically be

recycled. Technologically, recycling of plastic has many limitations, and countries that have good

infrastructures have been exporting their plastic waste to countries with worse facilities. Reducing

emissions requires drastic actions, like capping the production of virgin plastic to increase the value of

recycled plastic, and banning export of plastic waste unless it is to a country with better recycling”

according to one researcher.

https://scitechdaily.com/

   Millions of people in countries around the world could face an increased risk of malnutrition

as climate change threatens their local fisheries.

New projections examining more than 800 fish species in more than 157 countries have revealed how

two major, and growing, pressures—climate change and over-fishing—could impact the availability of

vital micro-nutrients from our oceans.

https://phys.org/news/

   Power outages cripple parts of the Middle East amid record heat waves and rising unrest (The Washington

Post)   

  

   In Death Valley, Calif., Sunday’s (7/11) low was 107.7 degrees Fahrenheit, a record high for the entire

continent of North America that soared to 128.6 by Sunday afternoon.  (The Hill)

 

   The danger posed by heatwaves deserves to be taken more seriously

   They will become more frequent and deadly in the years to come.  (The Economist)

 

   Residents of older, substandard mobile homes are at higher risk of death in summer’s blazing

temperatures (The Washington Post)

 

   Researchers say they are ‘virtually certain’ that warming from human greenhouse gas emissions

played a pivotal role in recent fatalities  (The Washington Post)

 

   The country last month had its hottest June on record, with an average temperature of

nearly 73 degrees in the contiguous United States, exceeding the 2016 record by about 1

degree. In all, the country has weathered eight “billion-dollar” climate calamities so far this year,

according to NOAA. They include the ongoing drought and heat waves in the West, as well as April

hailstorms in Texas and May flooding in Louisiana. Last week, a “thousand-year” heat wave killed

hundreds of people in the Pacific Northwest and British Columbia, Canada.  (The Washington Post)

 

   Heat watches, warnings and advisories are in effect across 19 states, from Portland, Oregon east

to Minneapolis, and running all the way south to New Orleans. Temperatures of between 10°F and 15°F

above average in these areas along with high humidity poses a public health threat. (AXIOS)

 

   This summer's extreme weather is having ripple effects that could raise food prices in the

U.S. and disrupt diets around the world. (AXIOS)

 

                           

  

RENEWABLE ENERGY
 

     IRS Extends Continuity Safe Harbor for Renewable Energy Tax Credit

Projects

 

For any qualified facility or energy property that began construction in 2016 or 2017, the continuity

safe harbor is extended from five calendar years to six calendar years;

For any qualified facility or energy property that began construction in 2018 or 2019, the continuity

safe harbor is extended from four calendar years to six calendar years; and

For any qualified facility or energy property that began construction in 2020, the continuity safe

harbor is extended from four calendar years to five calendar years.

   Additionally and significantly, the Notice provides that for any qualified facility or energy property that

does not meet the continuity safe harbor, the continuity requirement will be met if the taxpayer

demonstrates satisfaction of either the continuous construction test or the continuous efforts test,

regardless of whether the taxpayer began construction using the physical work test or the five-percent

safe harbor.

http://� https://www.jdsupra.com/l

 

   World's most powerful tidal turbine device starts

generating energy. The Orbital O2 has the capacity to meet

the annual electricity demand of 2,000 homes for the next 15

years.

Watch Video

https://www.bbc.com/

   One common concern is that a surge in air-conditioning could make the planet even hotter, by

increasing the need for electricity from power plants running on coal or gas, which produce

emissions that drive global warming.

   Convincing potential air conditioner buyers to

purchase electric heat pump instead, helps to

tackle climate change. The units that cool homes

during the summer and heat homes in the winter

would cut down on carbon dioxide emissions.

Existing furnaces would only need to be used as backup on the coldest days of the year, since many

heat pumps work less efficiently in subzero temperatures.

  Homes and offices account for 13 percent of the nation’s annual greenhouse gas emissions. And,

building emissions have barely budged since 2005.

https://www.nytimes.com/

    A solar energy company has sued the Department of the Interior over its approval of the

nation's first major offshore wind farm, alleging that the project off the coast of Massachusetts

threatens the area's fishing industry and imperilsmarine life.

https://www.reuters.com/

 

       Solar

 

       A lawsuit filed in federal district court is targeting the Alabama Public

Service Commission.

   The lawsuit, filed on behalf of nonprofit health advocacy group GASP and four Alabama Power

customers with distributed solar, asks the court to block the monthly fees for private solar investments

that have been in place since 2013. State regulators approved Alabama Power's proposed increase to

the charge in October, from $5/kW to $5.41

   "Fixed charges or fees are a major utility tactic to slow the growth of rooftop solar and utilities often

justify these charges by arguing that they are necessary to maintain infrastructure,” according to a

spokesperson for Environmental America.

https://www.utilitydive.com/

        Green Hydrogen 

      

   The New York Power Authority is gearing up to launch a green hydrogen

demonstration project at its gas-fired power plant on Long Island. The project, slated to begin

construction in the fall, will involve replacing up to 30% of the plant's gas-fired power with green

hydrogen, which is created with renewable energy, in this case hydro power from Canada.

https://www.utilitydive.com/news/

   Hydrogen technology company Plug Power has entered into a 345 MW wind power

purchase agreement (PPA) with Apex Clean Energy. The new hydrogen plant, which will draw

power directly from one of Apex's wind farms under development in Texas, will be capable of producing

30 metric tons of liquid hydrogen per day, which Plug Power estimates is enough to fuel over 1,000

heavy-duty class 8 trucks.

https://www.utilitydive.com/news/

Energy Storage    

     

   Southern California Edison plans for 38,000 EV charging stations, in the

largest IOU effort of its kind.

https://www.utilitydive.com/

    German start-up Sax Power GmbH is offering a residential AC battery it says works

entirely without an inverter and has 50% more capacity and service life than conventional

batteries.

According to its specifications, the battery stores direct current and can deliver both alternating current

and direct current. The conversion is not carried out by transistors but via the software of the battery

management system.

https://pv-magazine-usa.com/ 

   All the battery metals we need to power a billion electric vehicles could be lying on the

floor of the Pacific Ocean — but collecting them and turning them into EV batteries is a major

challenge.

   Experts worry that metal mining's environmental threats could outweigh the benefits of increased

renewable energy production.

https://www.axios.com/ 

   Researchers at Stanford University sliced open battery electrodes after cycling and scanned

samples using an x-ray microscope; and combined this with computational imaging to observe the

structure at the nanoscale.  The group found that oxygen is initially released in a “burst” from the

surface, and then a slower “trickle” from deeper inside the cathode. The release of oxygen

fundamentally alters the structure of the cathode, degrading  the voltage and efficiency of the battery

over time. Results of this analysis have been published in Nature Energy.

   In a separate study, published in Advanced Energy Materials, scientists led by Japan’s Tohoku

University found that, in a cathode based on equal amounts of nickel, cobalt, and manganese, the

oxygen release facilitates several unwanted reactions that deteriorate the battery structure. They also

found that the presence of highly valent nickel in the cathode led to higher levels of oxygen release, and

that the process overall reduces the battery’s ability to hold a balanced charge. (Valence is a measure of

an element’s capacity to combine with other atoms).

https://pv-magazine-usa.com

Fossil Fuels  

    

   The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 2011 approved the use of

chemicals for fracking that could break down into toxic so-called forever

chemicals, despite internal concerns, according to documents obtained by an advocacy group.  (The Hill)

 

 

NORTH-EAST      

 

New England Energy Cost among the Nation’s Highest

 

Source: https://wallethub.com/edu/energy-costs-by-state/4833

https://www.utilitydive.com/  

NEW YORK

       The New York City Fire Department’s proposed new codes could affect virtually all new

rooftop solar projects in the city. 

   The department called on the city to revise the fire code to leave six-feet-wide openings around roof

drains and on the perimeters of smaller buildings, and make expensive upgrades to parapet walls. 

   The most challenging measure prposed in the codes was a requirement for building owners to keep

30% of the rooftop facing the rear or any side of the building with windows completely clear of any

panels so firefighters can easily traverse the space. Doing so, the Solar Energy Industries Association

(SEIA) calculated, would reduce the available area for panels by roughly 40%, and in some cases more.

“Without demonstrating the necessity of these restrictions for firefighters or public safety, it’s a really

hard pill to swallow,” according to the NY SEIA.

https://www.huffpost.com/

    

   The New York City Department of Sanitation (DSNY)

will order 7 electric garbage trucks from Mack Trucks, a

subsidiary of Volvo Group. In particular, they are the LR Electric

model.

https://cleantechnica.com/

    State energy regulators gave Con Edison and partner 174 Power Global approval to place a 100

MW battery system at the site of a former Charles Poletti fossil fuel plant near the East River in

Astoria in the NYC borough of Queens.

https://sunnysidepost.com/

   New York Power Authority to test green hydrogen.  The project, slated to begin construction in

the fall, will involve replacing up to 30% of the plant's gas-fired power with green hydrogen, which is

created with renewable energy, in this case hydro power from Canada.

https://www.utilitydive.com/

    Plan for fossil fuel plant in Astoria runs into opposition  (New York Daily News)

 

   New York City air quality was among the worst in the

world as cities across the eastern US were shrouded in smoke

from wildfires raging several thousand miles away on the country’s

west coast.

https://www.theguardian.com/

Connecticut

   Vineyard Wind, the company behind the major wind turbine farm development off Martha’s

Vineyard, has opened a new facility in Bridgeport.  The company will use the space for project

development, community outreach, and workforce development for the Park City Wind Project.

Park City Wind will build and then maintain the hundreds of turbines installed off the coast.

 https://bronx.news12.com/company-behind-ct-renewable-energy-project-opens-bridgeport-

headquarters

Maine

     The governor signed a bill aim of which is to facilitate renewable energy exports, which are

costly right now as northern Maine’s power has to be wheeled through New Brunswick before it can be

distributed in the U.S.

https://bangordailynews.com/

New Jersey

   The New Jersey Board of Public Utilities (NJBPU) approved two applications for nearly 2.7

GW of offshore wind generation, the country's largest combined award for offshore wind

generation.

https://www.utilitydive.com/n

   The New Jersey Board of Public Utilities voted unanimously to implement a new solar

incentive program that it said will enable up to 3,750 MW of new solar generation by 2026.

   The Successor Solar Incentive Program (SuSI) was part of a nearly three-year process mandated by

the Clean Energy Act of 2018 to replace the state’s Solar Renewable Energy Certificate (SREC) program

with new incentives that encourage solar development while minimizing ratepayer cost.

https://pv-magazine-usa.com/

Rhode Island

   As larger utilities seek to limit payments for customer-generated solar power, the ratepayer-

owned Block Island Power Company convinced state legislators this session to remove a previous cap

on its net metering program.

https://energynews.us/

Vermont

   The largest anaerobic digester in the Northeast is now in operation. The anaerobic digester,

located in Salisbury, can recycle daily more than 180 tons of unavoidable food and beverage waste from

manufacturers, retailers, and distributors, and 100 tons of dairy manure into renewable natural gas

(RNG). The farm on which the digester is located (Goodrich’s) provides manure  and Vermont

businesses, including Ben and Jerry's and Cabot/Agri-Mark, supply the food waste.

http://www.middlebury.edu/newsroom/archive/2021-news/node/658771

 

 DATA

 

From U.S. Energy Information Agency:

 

U.S. renewable diesel capacity expected to increase significantly through 2024

   Renewable diesel is a renewable fuel that is chemically the same as petroleum diesel and nearly

identical in its  performance characteristics.

https://www.eia.gov/ 

    Fossil fuels—petroleum, natural gas, and coal—accounted for 79% of total U.S. energy

consumption in 2020. About 21% of U.S. energy consumption in 2020 came from non-fossil fuel

sources such as renewables and nuclear—the highest share since the early 1900s.

https://www.eia.gov/

  In 2020, renewable energy sources (including wind, hydroelectric, solar, biomass, and

geothermal energy) generated a record 834 billion kilowatthours (kWh) of electricity, or

about 21% of all the electricity generated in the United States. Only natural gas (1,617 billion kWh)

produced more electricity than renewables in the United States in 2020.

 

https://www.eia.gov/

   The U.S. energy sector lost 10% of its workforce last year due to the effects of the

coronavirus pandemic.

   The U.S. energy workforce, from fossil fuels to solar power, shed 840,000 jobs in 2020 as the global

health crisis sapped demand for transportation fuels and slowed new projects, according to the annual

U.S. Energy Employment Report.

  The largest declines were in petroleum and natural gas fuels with a combined loss of 186,000 jobs, or

21% of their workforce, according to the report. Employment in the wind energy industry grew by a

modest 1.8%.

https://www.reuters.com/

https://thehill.com/

   

OF INTEREST
     

     More than half of Fortune 500 companies have committed a fraction of their energy

demand to be served by renewable energy sources. However, most companies cannot (or prefer

not to) install sufficiently large renewable energy generators (e.g., solar panels and wind turbines)

themselves, due to land restrictions and other complexities. Instead, they commonly engage in bilateral

contracts, called power purchase agreements (PPA), with renewable energy producers (REP) to buy

their energy production.

   PPAs are used for various types of bilateral energy trading, depending on the types of sellers and

buyers In particular, a renewable-based corporate PPA is a bilateral contract between an energy-

consuming company, who commits to buy future energy generation of a renewable energy producer

(REP) for predetermined agreed-upon prices.

   Such a contract is financially attractive to REPs (as sellers), particularly to finance their generation

facilities. This is because a PPA brings price certainty for the future uncertain energy generation of REPs

(unlike facing uncertain electricity market prices). Buyers (Companies) are primarily attracted to PPAs

to meet sustainability targets. However, the production uncertainty of REPs in PPAs can bring financial

and technical challenges for buyers.

   Indeed, production uncertainty in PPAs becomes more detrimental, and this has discouraged many

companies from participating in PPAs. The energy uncertainty that buyers are facing in PPAs endangers

their sustainability targets over the long term and complicates serving their energy demand in the short

term. Buyers in PPAs need estimates of future energy availability from REPs to plan for the most reliable

and economical backup procurement, such as trading in day-ahead electricity markets. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/

    Even EVs that plug into dirty grids emit fewer greenhouse gases than gas-powered cars   (The Verge)

 

The Reads

    Beware summer! As climate crisis deepens, attitudes to season shift
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Miscellany
   Using satellite observations from 2001 to 2020, scientists at Princeton University calculated

less than 1% probability that Earth’s energy imbalance increase occurred naturally. Sunlight

in, reflected and emitted energy out. That's the fundamental energy balance sheet for our planet -- and

for decades, it has been out of balance. The extra energy manifests as higher temperatures, rising sea

levels, floods, droughts, more powerful blizzards and hurricanes, and deadlier extreme events. Not only

is the imbalance growing, but there's a 99% chance that the growth is due to human activity.

https://www.sciencedaily.com/

    The photovoltaic effect of ferroelectric crystals can be increased by a factor of 1,000 if

three different materials are arranged periodically in a lattice. Researchers at Martin Luther

University Halle-Wittenberg (MLU) in Germany achieved this by creating crystalline layers of barium

titanate, strontium titanate and calcium titanate which they alternately placed on top of one another.

Their findings, which could significantly increase the efficiency of solar cells, were published in the

journal Science Advances.

https://www.eurekalert.org/

 

 

 

The New York Solar Energy Society (NYSES)

a chapter of the American Solar Energy Society (ASES)

prepares consumer knowledge handouts about energy conservation and renewable energy and distributes Green

Energy Times, a resource publication, to the public throughout eastern New York State. NYSES analyses legislation

and state programs and visits with the staff of legislators in New York City, New York State and in Washington,

DC.NYSES NYSES is a volunteer, grassroots, membership organization serving the children,

families, engineers, architects and teachers of New York State since 2007.

Our Mission: 

To encourage the understanding and use of solar energy technologies through public outreach, to be a

source of sound technical knowledge and to provide a forum to address critical regional and state issues

relating to solar energy solutions. We address the energy usage of all segments of society by increasing

awareness of the benefits of renewables: solar, wind, biomass, geothermal ground source, tidal/wave

energy and energy efficiency.

 

For more information, please contact:

 

New York Solar Energy Society

5270 Sycamore Avenue, BX NY 10471

www.nyses.org

917 974 4606

 

Join and Support NYSES -- http://nyses.org/Main/Join

By renewing your membership and/or making one time or periodic donations, you can help

to sustain and expand the efforts and activities of the New York Solar Energy Society.

 

 

Contribute on line  via NYSES website www.nyses.org 

or mail check to the address above

Thank you!

Please send your comments/suggestions via Contact-Us

The Board of Directors of the New York Solar Energy Society meets on the fourth Tuesday of each month

via teleconference. Please contact-us if you wish to attend.
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